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Abstract

Aim: To classify angina pectoris (AP) in women by applying the Bagged CART approach,
which is one of the machine learning (ML) methods, to the open-access AP dataset.
Another aim is to reveal the risk factors associated with AP in women through modeling.
Materials and Methods: In the current study, modeling was done with the Bagged
CART technique utilizing an open-access data set containing the factors associated with
AP. Model results were assessed with accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (Sen), balanced accu-
racy (BACC), positive predictive value (PPV), specificity (Spe), negative predictive value
(NPV), and F1-score performance criteria. In addition, a 5-fold cross-validation approach
was applied in the modeling phase. Finally, variable importance was derived with model-
ing.
Results: ACC, BACC, Sen, Spe, PPV, NPV, and F1-score from Bagged CART modeling
were 98.5%, 98.5%, 99.0%, 98.0%, 98.0%, 99.0%, and 98.5%, respectively. Depending on
the variable importance values calculated for the input variables investigated in the current
study, age, family history of myocardial infarction: yes, the average number of cigarettes
smoked per day smoking status: current, family history of angina: yes, hypertensive
condition: moderate, smoking status: ex, hypertensive condition: mild, family history of
stroke: yes, whether the woman has diabetes: yes were obtained as the most important
variables associated with AP.
Conclusion: With the ML model used, the AP dataset was classified successfully, and
the associated risk factors were revealed. ML models can be used as clinical decision
support systems for early diagnosis and treatment.

Copyright © 2023 The author(s) - Available online at www.annalsmedres.org. This is an Open Access article distributed
under the terms of Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.

Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are playing an increasing
role in becoming the major reason for mortality and mor-
bidity worldwide and are one of the most important health
problems [1]. CVDs problems are believed to be the most
common non-communicable illness in the globe. CVDs, in
addition to being the most frequent illnesses, are among
the leading causes of death worldwide, with the number
of deaths attributable to such diseases increasing year af-
ter year. In 2012, CVD was responsible for 17.5 million
deaths; this number climbed to 17.9 million in 2016 and
is projected to reach 22.2 million by 2030. In 2016, 31
percent of all deaths were attributable to CVD. CVDs are
predicted to remain the number one cause of death for a
long time [2].
Ischemic heart disease (IHD) is the major reason of death
among CVDs. IHD is a clinical term that describes the
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problem of not getting enough blood and oxygen to the
myocardium and the resultant clinical images [3]. The
most common cause of IHD is the narrowing of the coro-
nary artery lumen due to atherosclerotic plaques resulting
in decreased blood flow. The decreased blood flow in the
coronary arteries leads to an imbalance between myocar-
dial oxygen demand and blood flow [4]. Angina pectoris
(AP) is the most prominent symptom of IHD. AP is a clin-
ical condition accompanied by discomfort or ache in the
arm, shoulder, back, chest and jaw [5]. AP is caused by a
rise in the heart’s oxygen demand at the cell level or a fall
in the oxygen concentration in the myocardium, according
to AP physiopathology. Although narrowing of the coro-
nary arteries is commonly blamed for decreased oxygen
supply, aberrant rise in oxygen consumption, such as raised
heart rate, untreated hypertension, and riced myocardial
contractility, can also cause AP. AP affects 0.1-20% of the
general population aged 45-74, with the frequency increas-
ing with age. AP is expected to affect 20,000-40,000 per-
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sons per million in most European nations [6].
Since CVD is significantly higher in men than in women,
CVD has traditionally been seen to be a "man" disease.
But at the same time, CVD is the leading cause of death
in women worldwide [7]. Despite having less obstructive
coronary artery disease and greater left ventricular func-
tion in women, AP is associated with higher morbidity,
mortality, and quality-of-life outcomes in women than in
men. In the absence of major coronary artery obstructive
disease, women suffering chest discomfort and myocardial
ischemia face a considerable risk of death and morbidity
[8 ].
Machine learning (ML) is one of the most appropriate
techniques for developing models used in the healthcare
industry to diagnose diseases [9]. ML is a term in artifi-
cial intelligence that is used to develop models or systems
that can learn from existing datasets and predict future
occurrences [10]. ML is automatically unearthing usable
information and detecting hidden patterns in massive data
warehouses. From collecting raw data to discovering note-
worthy patterns, ML involves several procedures, including
data cleansing, transformation, selection, evaluation, and
the presentation of researched information to customers.
In the healthcare business, ML algorithms have been ap-
plied to acquire important insights for enhanced diagnostic
decision-making. In addition, it has assisted the systems
in learning the diagnosis data, finding key patterns during
the learning process, and limiting human interference in
decision-making [11].
CART is a continually evolving nonparametric ML ap-
proach for regression and classification problems [12]. To
study the relationship between response variables and pre-
dictors, CART divides data recursively through binary
partitioning. Bagged CART is an improvement to the
CART algorithm that integrates bagging techniques with
CART to increase predictive model performance and de-
crease overfitting [13]. In this method, each classifier de-
velops and stores its model by classifying a subset of the
data. Lastly, the class with the highest votes is chosen as
the final classifier based on the voting intentions among
these categories [14].
This work aimed to forecast AP in women and determine
risk factors associated with AP in women by using the
Bagged CART approach to an open-access AP dataset
comprising exclusively female patients.

Materials and Methods
Dataset and variables
The open-access "Project Angina Data Set" from
https://www.kaggle.com/snehal1409/predict-angina was
utilized in the study to explore the prediction of AP in
women and to identify risk variables related to AP. In the
utilized data set, there are 100 (50%) no responses and 100
(50%) affirmative responses for 200 patients. The study’s
data set is made up of (whether the woman has angina
(no/yes)), smokes (smoking status (current, ex-, non-
smoker)), age, angfam (family history of angina (no/yes)),
hyper (hypertensive condition (absent, mild, moderate)),
cig (average number of cigarettes smoked per day), my-
ofam (family history of myocardial infarction (no/yes)),

diabetes (whether the woman has diabetes (no/yes)) vari-
ables, strokefam (a family history of stroke (no/yes)).

Bagged classification and regression trees (Bagged CART)

CART is a popular non-parametric classification approach
that uses decision trees. Breiman et al. devised this al-
gorithm (1984) [15]. It uses binary trees as its algorithm.
This tree, along with others, serves as the foundation for
more complex algorithms such as Random Forest (RF).
Before generating the decision tree, the CART method
separates the input into binary components. The Gini in-
dex is used by the CART to specify which variables are
given more information for data categorization. When
classifying, factors with smaller Gini indices are given more
weight. CART uses trial and mistake to get the ideal value
for the partition point in every dimension or variable with
the lowest Gini index [16].
The bagging strategy can significantly enhance the accu-
racy of the CART, which is sighted as an unstable model
[17]. The bagged CART significantly improves classifica-
tion performance, eliminates overfitting, and substantially
reduces prediction variation. First, CART divides train-
ing sample units recursively using a predefined number of
variables. It then examines all predictive variables to de-
termine which binary split in a predictive variable is least
likely to depart from the anticipated response variable.
When generating homogenous final nodes in a hierarchical
tree, the process is frequently repeated for each outcome
obtained from the initial split. When cross-validation pro-
duces the lowest error rate, CART prunes the trees to pre-
vent overfitting [12, 18].

Modeling
Bagged CART was employed in the modeling portion of
the study for the aforementioned data set. A 5-fold cross-
validation procedure was employed for the analysis. We
used ACC, BACC, PPV, NPV, Sen, Spe, and F1-score
as performance metrics. Furthermore, the variable im-
portances demonstrate how much the input variables con-
tribute to the output variable. R studio 4.2.1 was used for
modeling.

Results
The statistical analysis results of the quantitative indepen-
dent variables in terms of the target variable (status) are

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for quantitative indepen-
dent variables.

Variables

Status

p*
No Yes

Median (min-max) Median (min-max)

Age 49 (29-74) 57 (29-73) <0.001

The average number

of cigarettes smoked

per day

0 (0-30) 12 (0-40) <0.001

*: Mann Whitney U test, Min: Minimum, Max: Maximum.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for qualitative independent variables.

Variables
Categories of
Variables

Status (Number (%))
p

No Yes

Smoke
Current 22 (22) 61 (61)

<0.001*
Ex 14 (14) 26 (26)
Non-Smoker 64 (64) 13 (13)

Hypertensive
condition

Absent 83(83) 67 (67)
0.022*

Mild 14 (14) 23 (23)
Moderate 3 (3) 10 (10)

Family history of
angina

No 94 (94) 85 (85)
0.065**

Yes 6 (6) 15 (15)

Family history of
myocardial infarction

No 88 (88) 47 (47)
<0.001*

Yes 12 (12) 53 (53)

Family history of
stroke

No 94 (94) 94 (94)
1**

Yes 6 (6) 6 (6)

Diabetes
No 97 (97. 97) 94 (94.9)

0.445***
Yes 2 (2.02) 5 (5.1)

*: Pearson chi-square test, **: Continuity Correction test, ***: Fisher’s Exact test.

Table 3. Performance measure values derived from the
Bagged CART model.

Performance Metrics Value (%)

ACC 98.5
BACC 98.5
Sen 99.0
Spe 98.0
PPV 98.0
NPV 99.0
F1-score 98.5

Table 4. The variable importance values derived from
the Bagged CART method.

Variables Importance Values

Age 100
The average number of cigarettes smoked per day 70.726
Family history of myocardial infarction/yes 55.291
Smoking status/current 53.518
Family history of angina/yes 15.883
Hypertensive condition/ moderate 15.835
Smoking status/ex 15.227
Hypertensive condition/ mild 12.366
Family history of stroke/yes 10.024
Whether the woman has diabetes/yes 8.344

given in Table 1. Table 1 reveals that the target variable
groups differ statistically significantly in age and cigarette
variables (p<0.05).

The statistical analysis results of the qualitative indepen-
dent variables in terms of the target variable (status) are
given in Table 2. Table 2 reveals a statistically significant
relationship between the variables smoking, hypertension,

Figure 1. Performance metrics obtained from the Bagged
CART method.

Figure 2. The importance values of the variables are
determined by the Bagged CART model.

and family history of myocardial infarction and the target
variable groups (p<0.05).

The results of the performance measures produced from
modeling with Bagged CART are shown in Table 3.
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As a consequence of the modeling, the ACC, BACC, Sen,
Spe, PPV, NPV, and F1-score derived from the Bagged
CART model were 98.5%, 98.5%, 99.0%, 98.0%, 98.0%,
99.0%, and 98.5%, respectively.
Figure 1 depicts the results of the Bagged CART model’s
performance measures.
Table 4 shows the variable importance values computed as
a consequence of the Bagged CART method.
The graph of the important values of the variables acquired
as a consequence of the Bagged CART model is shown in
Figure 2.

Discussion
IHD is the leading cause of death in Western countries.
Over the previous 30 years, significant progress has been
made in this field. Contrary to common assumption, more
women than men die from coronary artery disease in the
United States and Europe, despite the fact that the inci-
dence of mortality from IHD has steadily decreased in men
and stayed rather steady in women [19, 20].
IHD is a primary cause of morbidity, in addition to being a
vital contributor to death. Angina is a relatively prevalent
illness, affecting roughly 5% of the general population in
Western nations, affecting lifestyle quality and capacity to
work, as well as having major economic effects. In recent
years, the occurrence of this form of IHD has not decreased
but has even grown. Once more, women perform worse
than males in this area [19]. With 13.331 cases of angina
in women and 11,511 cases in men, a recent meta-analysis
of cross-sectional and prospective studies from 31 countries
worldwide consistently showed a significant female excess
[21].
Women with AP differ significantly from males with this
condition. Compared to men, women with IHD are older,
have more comorbid conditions, and have a more func-
tional impairment [22]. In addition, IHD in women is both
underdiagnosed and undertreated. Early identification is
vital for effective treatment [23]. Traditional diagnostic
approaches may be insufficient for females. Much research
on clinical decision-support systems has been conducted
to tackle mentioned challenges by applying various ML
approaches [24]. Data processing using ML classifiers may
play an important role in predicting CVD [25]. Several
studies have been undertaken recently for this goal. All of
the mentioned research disclosed that adopting computer-
ized medical decision-support systems can help clinicians
make accurate and fast diagnoses of patients. As a result,
an effort is made to bridge expert knowledge and expertise
to construct a system that equitably supports the diagnos-
tic process [24].
The purpose of this research was to forecast AP in women
and to identify the risk variables that may be related to
AP in women by using the Bagged CART approach to an
open-access dataset of exclusively female patients with AP.
Among the performance metrics obtained from the Bagged
CART result, ACC, BACC, Sen, Spe, PPV, NPV, and F1-
score were obtained as 98.5%, 98.5%, 99.0%, 98.0%, 98.0%,
99.0%, and 98.5%, respectively. The modeling produced
successful results in the diagnosis of AP in women. The
variables most associated with the AP diagnosis were age,

the average number of cigarettes smoked per day, fam-
ily history of myocardial infarction: yes, smoking status:
current, family history of angina: yes, hypertensive con-
dition: moderate, smoking status: ex, hypertensive con-
dition: mild, family history of stroke: yes, whether the
woman has diabetes: yes, respectively.
A study has shown that hypertension is a risk factor for
AP [26]. This result supports the result of the current
study. In another study, patients with AP hypertension,
chronic kidney disease, and diabetes were more prevalent
among women over 65 years old than among males of the
same age. Men and women under the age of 65 were more
likely to have a family history of coronary heart disease,
and to have a higher body mass index [27]. These results
support the conclusion in the present study that having a
family history of myocardial infarction, diabetes, age, and
hypertension are risk factors for AP. Consistent with the
present study, another study showed that positive family
history and smoking increase the risk of AP [28].
In another study using the same data set, J48 and RF
models from decision trees models were used. RF model
gave better results in the study. Among the performance
metrics obtained from the RF result, ACC, BACC, Sen,
Spe, PPV, NPV, and F1-score were obtained as 92.1%,
92.1%, 89.5%, 94.7%, 94.4%, 90.0%, and 91.9%, respec-
tively. Also, the variable importance was absent in this
research [29]. However, the variable importance was added
in the current investigation, and the factors related to the
disease were evaluated according to their importance.

Conclusion
As a result of the study’s findings, Bagged CART model
has been found to be successful in predicting AP in women.
Furthermore, the risk factors for AP in women were eval-
uated and their important values were mentioned in this
study. With this successful classification performance, it
will help in the early diagnosis of the disease for effective
treatment and will benefit from taking necessary precau-
tions in the early stages.

Ethical approval
Ethics committee approval is not required in this study.
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